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the special case of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations 
Neyman [19] introduced the so-called C(a) tests (score tests) and established the 
asymptotic efficiency of his tests in a certain sense (see also [12, 171 for further 
work on the C(a) type tests). Bartoo and Puri [l] and Buhler and Puri [I 11 
extended Neyman’s results to independent but not identically distributed observa- 
tions. Basawa and Prakasa Rao [5]. and Bhat and Kulkarni [lo] discussed Neyman’s 
C(a) type tests for the dependent (ergodic case) and not necessarily identically 
distributed observations. 
Weiss and Wolfowitz [21, 221 discussed an asymptotically optimal test for the 
above problem under a general setup and deduced their efficient test as a solution 
of a certain Bayes problem using asymptotic minimaxity as the optimality criterion. 
Weiss and Wolfowitz showed also that the Neyman’s C(a) test is a special case of 
their test procedure. In this paper we use the techniques of Weiss and Wolfowitz 
[2 1. 221 and their optimality criterion to deduce an efficient test for the nonergodic 
model described in Section 2 and show, in particular, that the analogue of the C(n) 
test (referred to as the scow test here and in [4]) is not etticient; a modified version 
of the score test, however, is seen to he ctticient. Basawa and Scott [6,7,8], Feigin 
[ 131. Fe&in and Reiser [ 141 and Sweeting [20] discussed the problem of efFiciency 
of tests of a simple hypothesis involving a single parameter for particular cases of 
noncrpodic proccsscs and obtained non-standard results but the question of 
cfiicicncy has rcmaincd unrcsolvcd cvcn in the case of simple hypotheses. The 
gcncral results wc obtain hcrc rcsolvc the ditticultics cncountcrcd in thcsc papers 
in an cntirciy satisfactory way (see also [2, 31 for optimality of conditional tests for 
sonic simple noncrgodic models). 
For work on asymptotic cfiicicncy in estimation for noncrgodic processes see 
[7,X, 9, 1.5. 161. 
2. Notation and assumptions 
Let R be an open subset of a k-dimensional Euclidean space Zk. For each HE R, 
0 a (k x 1) vector, let P,., denote the probability distribution of an observation 
vector X(n) =(X,, . . . , X,) which takes values in 8,,. Let CL,, be a u-finite measure 
on (if”., LB.), B,, being the Bore1 c-algebra. Assume that P,,.” arc absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to J.L,, for every 6J E R and let p,, (1; H) denote a version of 
dP,,.,ldpL,. 
Until further notice, let 6),, denote an arbitrary but fixed point in R and define 
N”(&,) ={eER: Ifi’2(e,,)le-e,,l sM”(e,,)} (2.1) 
where 10 -f&,1 is the (k x 1) vector of absolute differences, 
f,,(e)=diag{l,,(@); lsj~k}, MT u3) = (M,, de), . . . , M,,deu (2.2) 
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and where {I”,} and {M,,} are nonrandom equicontinuous functions of 8. such that, 
uniformly in all 0 E N,,(&) and ail 1 ~j L k. 
o<I,,(~)tm, o<bf,,(e)tco, z;,“z(e)~wn,(ebo asn-co. (2.3) 
In the sequel I,, M,, and N, will stand for I,(&), M,(&) and N,(&), respectively. 
For any random vectors (T.v.%) Y,, and Y. 9&Y,) and P’#( Y) will stand for the 
probability distribution of Y,, under Pm.” and that of Y when 0 is true, respectively. 
By L‘yn.B( Y,,) --, P’@( Y)” we mean that the probability distribution of Y,, under Pn.# 
converges weakly to that of Y under 8 as n -00. O,(l) will mean “bounded in 
probability” and o,(l) will mean “converges to zero in probability” as n + co. All 
limits, unless mentioned otherwise, will be taken as n + a. Throughout, for any 1. 
OCR, 
.;I,(6 e) = In [p-(X(n): t)lp,(X(n); e)]. (2.4) 
We first consider the following general assumptions: 
(A.1) There exist (k x 1) r.v.‘s &(I) and symmetric nonnegative definite (k X k) 
random matrices E,(r) such that for all F >O 
sup P&H ( SUP I&(4 e,,)-Xcf. e,,)l>p ) -0 @r N., ICN, 
whcrc 
X(f, e,,)=(f -e,,)~f~“J,,(~,,)-~(r-e,,)~z~“G,,(8,,)f!,”(t-e,,), 
with 
G,,(t)=f,;“ZB,(f)I.““, rEN,,. 
(A.2) There exists a nonnegative definite symmetric (k X k) matrix G(H,,), pos- 
sibly random and of rank 1 c k, such that for all 0 E N,, 
sup (G,,(f)-G(Ho)l=o,(l) (P”.,). 
fl?N,, 
(A.3) There exists a (k x 1) random vector d(8,,) such that, for every 6, EN., 
%,dJ,a(8), G,(~))+~,,&I(&,), G(Bo)). 
(A.4) sup P,.,~(P,, (X(rr ); 4,) = 0) -, 0. 
HEN” 
In the sequel d,, B,,, etc. will stand for &(0,,), B,(&), etc. 
As in [4], WC now consider the following more specific and stronger assumptions: 
(B. 1) P,, ( *, 0) is twice differentiable with respect to 0 with equicontinuous partial 
derivatives. Let 
B,(B):=((-a’Inp,,/M,i$)), i, j= 1,. . . , k. (2.5) 
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Suppose further that for all E > 0 
sup P”.H sup /(r-~,,)T(B,(f~-B,(Cl,,~~(t-8,,~j~E -0. 
BEN. ( re,v_ 
(B.2) Assumption (A.2) holds with B,,(U) given by (2.5). 
(B.3) Assumption (A.3) holdswith B,(B)asin (2S),and.%l, G) =P(G”‘Z, G), 
where 2 is a (k x 1) vector of independent N(0, 1) random variables, independent 
of G. 
(B.4) Assumotion (A.4) holds. 
Remarks. (1) The above assumptions (A.l)-(A.3) are strengthened versions of 
similar assumptions made in [4]. (A.l) states that ,1,( 9, HI,) can be approximated 
by , t,*( *, 64,) uniformly over N,: (A.2) ensures the proper smooth approximation 
of G,; (A.3) is essential to do any asymptotic theory and (A.4) ensures nonexistence 
of singularities among {Pn.H, B 6 N,,} for large ff. 
(2) Assumptions (B.l)-(B.3) specify a generalization of some of those in [ 181. 
Observe that HE N,, means that 19 = 8,,+ I,“’ h,,, I/‘,, / s M,,. Now, if {I’,,} is bounded 
or tends to a fixed limit, then (B. 1 HR.3) imply the mutual contiguity of {P,,.,,} and 
{P”.,} and hcncc (A.4). But if II,, 400, then this riced not hold and (A.4) is an 
csscntial assumption. A sufhcicnt condition for (A.4) to hold is that 
A,, := {x, p,,(.r; H) >O} dots not dcpcnd on H and w,,(A:) = 0 uniformly in II. 
(3) A Taylor expansion, the assumption (I%. 1) and cquicontinuity of (f,,(H)} imply 
that (A.l) holds with 
J,,(r) = I,,“? S,,(f). f E N,, (2.6) 
whcrc 
S;I’(I):=(i)Inp,,(X(n);H)/3H,;i= l,..., k),-,. (2.7) 
(4) From now on, _t,, will stand for il,,(0,) of (2.6). Arguing as in [4] one can 
show that (8.3) implies 
Y,,.,,,,(-l,,, G,,) -*HA, G) and ~r,.H,I~,ILLr G,,) +3iJ, G) (2.8) 
where 
Y(_i, G) =Y(G”‘Z + Gh. G), B,(h) = f?,,+f,;““I’, 
with h a fixed (k x 1) vector in zk and where G and Z are independent as in (8.3) 
and (B.2) and G,, = /,“‘B,,I,“’ with B,, as in (2.5). 
(5) If the matrix G is nonrandom, then assumptions (B.l)-(B.3) reduce to those 
of Weiss and Wolfowitz [22, Ch. 71. In fact, for G non-random, they deduce the 
result in (B.3) using (B.l) and a weaker version of (B.2). 
(6) Our plan for finding an efficient test is similar to that of Weiss and Wolfowitz 
[22]. Using (B. 1) or (A.1). WC approximate p,, by a new density p,, over N,, (made 
more precise in Lemma 3.1 below), construct a sequence of Bayes tests with 
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asymptotic risk constant for H vs. K, under dn. and then show that these tests are 
also asymptotically Bayes under pn. 
(7) For testing a simple hypothesis 8 = 8,) against a simple alternative 6 = 8, I h ), 
the weaker conditions of Basawa and Koul [4] ensure the existence of an efficient 
test; in this case one uses the Neyman-Pearson lemma instead of a Bayes procedure 
as a tool. See, however, Section 5 below where a simple application of the Neyman- 
Pearson lemma gives an efficient test for composite hypotheses H vs. K, in certain 
cases. 
3. Preliminary limit results 
Let Qn.” be a measure given by 
(3.1) 
where x,4 is an indicator of the event A and 
y,, = y,,(H,,) is a scc~ucncc of non-random numbers converging to zero. Under (II. II, 
P,,.,,(R,,) -, 1 uniformly for H E N,,. WC would like to conclude that IQ,,.“) is a sequcncc 
of probability mcasurcs on R,,. To that cffcct wc have the following lemma. 
Proof. Let A,, = {x; p,,(x; &J > 0) and B,, = A,, AR,,. Without loss of generality 
assume I/“] < 1. Clearly, 
s f#IxIi, exf’{.t:(& &)I dP,,.,,- fnx I,,, exp{.t,,(H, e,,)}dP,,.,, 
+ P,,.,,(R:) + PJA’,). (3.4) 
Now, on R,. 
cxpLL(fl, ~,d-y”}~exp{.t:(8, &))~exp{.t,,(fY, &)+y,} 
holds uniformly for all 6, EN,. Hence, from (3.4) it follows that 
j j- fn dQn,n - j-fn df’rt.tj s 
s lexp{y,I- 11 j fnxs, exp{.t,(U. @,,)IdP,.,,- P,,.,(K)+ P&A’,) 
~lexp(y,}-lIPn.H(RnnA,,)+P,.H(RCn)+Pn.H(ACn). (3.5) 
The lemma follows from (B.1). (B.4). (3.5) and the fact that yn +O. “i 
Remark 3.2. Let 
tl,, (H, f?,,) := I ht.: fh)eXp{.\it(H, H,,)}dp,. R” 
Taking f,, = 1 in (3.3) yields for all 8 E N,, 
sup Cl,,(H. HI,)= 1 +0,,(l) (P,,.,). 
H c N” 
Let 
(3.6) 
p,,t.r; H):=(tf,,(H. 4,)) ‘p,,(x; Hu)exp{.lZ(H. H,,)hR.. (3.7) 
and ICI F,,,,,, denote the probability distribution corresponding to the density p,,(. ; 0). 
L.ct E ,,,,, and g ,,.,, dcnotc the expectation w.r.t. I’,,., and p,, .,,, rcspsctivcly. Then 
(3.3) and (3.6) cnnblc us to conclude that the original model P,,,,, may bc approxi- 
mated by F,,.,, in the scnsc that for any bounded mcasurahlc function L, 
,;*u:, IE,.,,f,, - I? n.1 ,frt I + 0. (3.8) 
Next, partition e” = (0.:‘. Hz’). whcrr: H, is of order (s x 1) and 0~ is ((k -.s.)X I). 
Also. Ict 
(3.9) 
where I,,, 1 is of order (S x s). A,,, is of order (S x 1). G,,,, and G’f‘: are of order 
(S x s) and (s x (k -s)) respectively, etc. Let 
W,, := If,:: (H, - HI,,), 6 := 11,s (82 - 8,,2). (3.10) 
Define a neighborhood N,, c N,,, of &, 
~,,={BEN,,;I~,,I~M~“‘,S=O~~II”‘} (3.11) 
where M z”’ is an (S x 1) vector of nonrandom quantities {Mz,(H,,), j = 1,. . . , S} 
such that 
o<M:(e,,)T9 Mr,(H,,)(.M,;(&), j=l,...,s, (3.12) 
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,yc,p,,(X(n); fI,(h’% dw,, 
(3.14) 




where G ,;:, is assumed to exist for all II. 
Using assumption (B.3) and a Taylor expansion one concludes the following. 
LcrtlrIlu 3.3. (a) -r/: ,.,,J,,) (T,,(H,,))-,Y(T(H,,)) rc~hcw 
T(e,,):= ll~~~rtV1/~z’~~_~~I(~~~rtVIIlr~, (3.16) 
W:=G2z-G,2G,;G’:‘2 (3.17) 
and z”’ is a ((k --s) x 1) vector of indcpmdenf N(O, 1) rurdorrt variahlrs G;: is 
il.ssirm~~d lo rsisf. 
(b) %,.““I,,“‘, ( T,, (Ho)) -. Y( ?:( H,,)) tc4cw 
~(e,,):= h”““wl/‘z’?‘+~lI’~“l’w~l”‘. (3.18) 
In the next section we will need the limiting behavior of P,,(/I”‘)/V,,((O) and the 
following lemma gives the result. 
Lemma 3.4. For every 0 E @,,, 
Iln(~“(~I’~‘)/~“((O))- T,,(k)l=o,,(l) (PI,.,,). 
Proof. Define 
V’x (II”‘) = xc.” exp{.,t~(O,,(Ir”‘), cl,,)} dw, 
and 
One readify sees that 
where 
f&h”‘) = G:;f (w, -G,:if-l,, -G%,&“%, 
and 
U,(O) = G!,:&, -G,:if,i). 
If we replace C,, by C := &J,, if < ic, . . . . , jwe.I COO} in f3.19), then. on comparing 
with the s-variate normal density. one can verify that both the integrals in (3.19) 
equal the common value (2al”‘(det G,, t, F”’ and hence the ratio is 1. Since C,, t C 
andsince Gnri SG,,, i.j = 1.2 and {G!,:: (-1,i -Gzi~lt”‘)} = O,(l) (P,.,) foralf H E Nn 
(by (E&3)), it follows that for all HE @,, 
jln( P: (it”‘)/Pk (())I-- T,(&I/ = oF( I) (P,,.,). (3.20) 
Next ohscrvc that for every HE is,, 
In (3.2 If the supremum is taken over CL),, E C,,. 
The lemma now follows from (3.20). (3.21) and the fact that {rltH,,)} = 
O,,(l) (P,,.,,), H E N,, which in turn follows from Lemma 3.3 0 
4. Asymptoticully winimax tests 
Consider the problem of testing H: Hz = Ho I against a sequence of alternatives 
K,, : & = B,,? + I,;i{‘l~‘~‘, where II”’ # O is some fixed real vector of order ((k -s) X 1) 
and where 8,. consisting of the first s components of H, is being treated as a nuisance 
parameter. 
First assume that the nuisance parameter 8, satisfies the relation r!:f lt)l-&1/S 
M:,“, where Mill’ is a (s x 1) vector with elements 0 < M,,, t EJ such that I ,i,“‘M,,, 4 0, 
j= 1,2,..., s. Notice that the centering values HoI arc not known but are arbitrarily 
chosen. We shall show later that the test procedure does not dcpcnd on the choice 
of B,,, in the sense that the limiting distribution of the resulting test statistic is 
unaltered if we replace 6$,, in the statistic by a suitable estimate. 
Let N,, be a neighborhood of 6,) as defined in the previous section. Let 
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(4.1) 
Consider the class % of all test functions {q,}such that for all 19 E I?:, lim J!Z~.~((F,,) S 
a, for any predetermined level of significance a in (0, 1). 
Theorem 4.1. For my test (F” in % 




p(h’2’) = P”,J Re,,, 2 k,,). 
wirh k,, satisfying fHI,( T(H,,) b k,.) = a where T‘(b) and T(CJ,,) art’ as in (3.16). (3.17) 
ancf (3.18) 0fLenlmn 3.3. 
Proof. Define the following prior distribution for H E N,,: 
UP,, = r,,,ce, -H,,,), j = 1. 2,. . . , s. 
are independent uniform random variables taking values in [-hfz,. M:,], and 
S=f;/,i(HL-- 0~) is a vector indcpendcnt of w,,,‘s and taking the value 0 with 
probability p, and the value 11”’ with probability I -p, 0 <p < I. p will be chosen 
suitably later on. This prior distribution for H clearly assigns ths total probability 
1 to the set N,,. Consider the problem of testing H E N!,’ against the altsrnativc e E fif. 
Assume the zero-one loss function, viz., 
1 
I(” ‘) = 10 
if l/ is to accept and 0 E NE, or cf is to reject and H E fif,‘, 
othcrwisc. (4.3) 
Also, assume, for the time being, that p’,l is the underlying density. 
Then the Bayes rule for the above decision problem is to reject the null hypothesis 
when 
log(lL”(h”‘)l~“(O)) ~log(pl(1 -p)) (4.4) 
where IP”(h”‘) and P”(.O) are as defined in Section 3. Using Lemma 3.4, it is seen 
that, for large n, the Bayes test is of the form 
IO) 
CPU = I 1 if T,,(H,,)~log(pl(l -PI), 0 otherwise, (4.5) 
where T.(e,,) is defined in (3.15). We know from Lemma 3.3 that the limit distribu- 
tions of T,(&) under P,.,,, 8 E N!,’ and @E f?:, are free of the nuisance parameter 
8,. In view of (3.8). the same holds true under pm.,. We can now choose p such 
that for all 8 E ,q,” 
lim E,.,(cfE”) = (1. 
n-X 
Denote this value of p by pU and let k,, = log( p,/( 1 -pU )). 
Thus, k, is determined by 
P,,,(h 
l~lT~l/‘Z1~1_~h”l’~t7*‘~‘~k,,)=a~ 
Also, from Lemma 3.3, we have, for 19 E is:, 
lim ,8$,(~~‘) = Py,(h’~‘TW”‘Z’~‘+4/I’~‘TWh’~‘~k,) =P(h”‘). 
Thus, both the limiting size and the power function of cc:” are free of 19 since H,) 
is a fixed vector. It isseen that the limiting risk function of the Bayes rule conditional 
on 0 EN,, is given by 
lim R,(H)=crp,,+(l-p,,)(l-p(h’~‘)), 
” - 1’ 
which is free of H. Consequently, ~1:” is asymptotically minimax when p,I is the 
underlying density. That q::” is also asymptotically minimax for p,, follows from 
Lemma 3.1 by an argument similar to one given by Weiss and Wolfowitz [22, p. 761. 
t~lcncc the theorem follows. Cl 
Theorem 4. I gives an upper bound for the limiting power function for 0 E IV,,. 
This upper bound can be used as a basis of an cliicicncy criterion. 
Definition 4.2. Any test (px in ‘6’ is trsymp~ohwlly cficitvrr (or rr~inimnx) for testing 
l-1 against K,, if 
where ~(II”‘) is defined as in Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 4.3. The lest cp’,“’ tit~fintd in the proof of Tlworern 4.1 is asyrnp~o~imll~ 
rfficitvd in the wn.w of die tihoiv tkfiniriorl. 
Proof. This is clear from the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
The test cpj:” depends on the nuisance parameter 8,. In order to implement the 
test one uses an estimator 8, of 8, and r,,(&) in (PI:” where @‘IT = (19’:. U;fz). Let 
e; = (@T, O;fz) and suppose I?, is such that 
1::: (@,)(& -&)=0,(l) (PI,.“), eEiS,,; 
then a Taylor expansion and assumptions (B. I)-( B.4) readily show that Y,,.,,( r,, (6,)) 
is asymptotically the same asY,,.,( T,(&)) for all B E s!,’ u $t. Consequently the test 
based on T,(&) is also asymptotically eflicient in the above sense. 
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One particular choice of i, is given by the MLE i, of 8, under H: e2 = & as 
studied in [4]. Thus, consider the statistic 
where 
The score statistic JJ,:(&) was studied in [4] and it is an analogue of Neyman’s 
C(a) test. If W, in T: above converges to a nonrandom matrix (which happens 
when G is nonrandom), only the first term of Tf becomes relevant and one may 
conclude in this special case that the analogue of the C(a) test statistic is efficient. 
In general, however, for nonergodic processes, W, converges to a nondegenerate 
random variable W so that the second term of Tf cannot be discarded. Also, 
notice that the limit distribution of Tf, in the nonergodic case, is nonnormal (see 
Lemma 3.3). TX can be considered as a second-order version of the score statistic. 
The limit distribution of the likelihood-ratio (LR) statistic was studied in [4]. A 
comparison of the limit distributions of the LR statistic and Tf shows that the LR 
statistic is not eliicient. While both the score statistic and the LR statistic are 
suboptimal in comparison with Tz above they may, of course, have rcasonablc 
power (asymptotic) properties in applications. However, even in the single para- 
mctcr case, it is clear from Swccting’s [20] (see also [l3]) numerical computation 
of the asymptotic powers of the score and the LR statistics (for the branching 
process application) that ncithcr of thcsc statistics is uniformly bcttcr than the 
other. The problem of cHicicncy in the branching process application will be resolved 
satisfactorily if we use (the one paramctcr version of) Tz above, viz., 
for testing 0 = 0” against 61 = B,,+ I,;“‘/,. It ’ t IS o b e noted that there is no asymptoti- 
cally ~cniformly most powerful test in the nonergodic case since the etlicient statistic 
Tz depends on h. 
5. Further discussion 
In this section we discuss briefly a weaker etliciency criterion than the one used 
in the previous section. Let q denote the class of all tests cp,, of H: 192 = &z such that 
lim E,,,(cp,) s Q 
“-uo 
for eT= (0T, Ozz) with 0, --, &, for any 0,,,. 
Under some conditions one may prove the following result. 
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Theorem 5.1. For any test qFn in %f’, and all ti,, 
rvhere p(h”‘) is defined as in i?eorem 4.1. 
Under conditions (B.l)-(B.3), Theorem 5.1 is a special form of Theorem 4.1. 
However, Theorem 5.1 can be deduced using a simple argument under less restric- 
tive assumptions at least when the limiting matrix G has a special structure. Suppose 
now that the conditions in [4] are satisfied, viz., 
(B.1)’ .I,,(f?,,(S), H,,)=log(~~b(~~;l~~k(ql)) 
n r ; 0 
= ST&, - :STG,,S + opt 1) (f’,,.,,) 
where S,,(S) = O,,+ I,;“’ 6, S being a (k x I) nonrandom fixed vector. 
(R.2)’ G,, = G +o,( I) (P,,,y,). 
(B.3)’ -Y, 1.0 ,,(A,. G,,)d-Y(J, G) 
where Y(J. G) =Y’(G”‘Z, G). Z is a vector of k indcpcndcnt standard normal 
variates indcpcndcnt of G. 
The above assumptions arc much simpler than the ones made in Section 2. We 
now assume the following additional condition: 
G has any one of the following forms: (i) G non-random, f, say, (ii) 
(11.4)’ G = VI’ whcrc V is a scalar random variable and I‘ a nonrandom matrix, 
or (iii) Giz = 0, G random. 
Under the ahovc conditions Theorem 5.1 can bc deduced without the necessity 
of introducing the neighborhood fl,,, of H,, as in the previous sections. The idea of 
the derivation is due to Chibisov [ 121. 
Consider first the problem of testing a simplr hypothesis Ho: Hi = H,, I, 81= H,,? 
against K,,: Hi = H,,,, Hz = 8,,,, where 
H,, I = 
I 
H,,, + f,Tf{‘f ,~:f’~,i~‘~’ if G = r or Vf, 
H 111 if G ,? = 0, G random, 
an d 
H,,? = 8,,: + I ,;;;Q?‘. 
The Neyman-Pearson statistic for testing Ho against K,, is given by .~,,(BK,,, &I,,) 
whcrc OK,, and Hiit, respectively denote the values of 0 spccificd by Ko and Ho. It 
can bc vcrifjcd that $,, defined below is in $? and its limiting power is given by 
iim E,,.,($,,) = p(h”‘) for B, = 8,,2 and all &i. 
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The Neyman-Pearson test $, is defined by 
Jrn = 1 
1 if 21n(&,,r @H,,)3kntah 
0 otherwise, 
where k,(a) is chosen such that the limiting size is a, i.e., 
lim E,,ti($,) = a. 
n-u= 
In fact, it is seen that 
itn(& @Ho) = Tn(&) +O,(lh both for @H,, and &or 
where T,(8,) is defined in (3.15). The result of Theorem 5.1 then follows under 
conditions (B.l)‘-(B.4)‘. As before r,(0,,) can be replaced by r,(&) of the previous 
section. The limit distributions of T,, ( I$,,) can be obtained as in [4] and are the same 
as the ones given by Lemma 3.3. 
As a specific application consider the regression model with explosive autoregres- 
sive errors discussed in [4]. viz., 
Xh = a I Ch + Fh where pl, = azFII _, + alcb, _z+ q,,, 
ql, being i.i.d. standard normal variates. C,, are constants satisfying a certain 
regularity condition and ti7‘ = ((K,, a?, a,) is the unknown parameter. The equation 
III 2 - a110 -n2 = 0 is assumed to have two distinct roots: Let p bc the larger (in 
absolute value) of the two roots and assume Ip\ > I. In this problem. WC have taken 
81 = (11 ilIld H: = ((12. cr.,) and tI: HZ = H,,Z. It is seen that 
where V is a N(0, 1) random variable (see [4] for details where conditions (B. l)‘- 
(0.3)’ are verified. Here (13.4)’ is a priori satisfied since G12 = 0. 
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